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HOMOGENEOUS-UNIVERSAL MODELS OF THEORIES WHICH 
HAVE MODEL COMPLETIONS 

Zarko MIJAlLOVIC 

1. Introduction 

In the present work our attention is turned to those lonnson classes of models 
wh;ch are classes of models of theories which have model completions. Main 
reason for that lies in the fact that the class of models of a theory which has 
the model completion is almost a lonnson class, therefore that part of model 
theory which concern model completions may be applied in full power. In such 
sense this paper is closly related to the works of others as of M. Yasuhara [6J, 
Comfort-Negreponties [3] etc. (relatively complete list of references on the sub
ject can be found in the works just cited). The terminology that is used in this 
paper is mostly according to [2] and [5], however we repeat some of it, since 
it is not uniquely determined in general, and also some assumptions and con
ventions are introduced. 

A language is denoted by L, the language of a theory T by L (T) and of 
a model III by L(Ill). It is assumed throughout that L (T) is countable and 
that T has infinite models. Universes of models 1ll,}S, (i£, •.• are denoted by A, 
B, C respectively, and the cardinal number of A by lA I. By 9Jl(T) is denoted 
the class of all models of T. As usual 1ll<}S means that III is an elementary 
submodel of }S and III < 1}S states the fact that }S is an existential extension 
of III (i.e. Ills}s and for every existential formula t/J and valuation a in A III I=t/J raJ) 
iff}s I=t/J [a]. Symbol a stands for a sequence ab a2, ... ,an if the subscript n is 
of no importance in the consideration. So if j is a function, then ja stands for 
jal,jaZ,' .. ,jan. The arrow in a diagram Ill--+}s represents an unnamed embed-

ding j: III --+}S and simiIiarly ~, ~ represent an (unnamed) isomorphism and an 
elementary embedding respectively. If an arrow has more then one occurence in 
a diagram, then each occurrence of the arrow may represent a different embedding. 
A name of an element aEA is denoted by a. A model III is an universal model 
of T if it is a model of T and if for every}S 1= T, IB I ~ lA I, }S is embeddable 
into Ill. A model}S of T is a homogeneous model of T if for every III 1= T, 
IAI<IBI, the diagram }s+-Ill--+}s can be 

~. .~ .. Q3 

~~/ 
completed to the shown commutative diagram. 
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A model ~ is an elementary universal model of T if ~ 1= T and for every 
< 

model Q3, Q3=~ and I A 1 ~ 1 B 1 implies Q3 -~. A model ~ is an elementary 
homogeneous model of T if ~ 1= T and for every set X ~ A, 1 XI < 1 A I, and 
any map p: X -+A (~, X)xEX=(~'P X)xEX implies the existence of an automor-

phism f: ~ ~ ~ such that ft X = p. With Tv, TV3 are denoted respectively the 
sets of universal, universal-existential sentences which are consequences of T. 
We state well known basic facts which relate theories Tv, TV3 to the threory T. 

THEOREM 1.1. 1 ° ~ 1= Tv iff there is )S 1= T such that ~ ~ )S. 

2° ~ 1= TV3 iff there is )S 1= T such that ~< 1 Q3. --1 

In connection with this theorem, we remark that in general the follo
wing holds: ~1=Trrn+l iff there is )Si=T such that ~<n)S' where Trrn is the set 
of all I1~ consequences of T and ~<n)S means that ~ ~ Q3 and for every I1~ 
formula y; and assigmnent a in A ~ 1= y; [a] iff )S 1= Ha]. 

For convenience we repeat the definition of a notion of Jonnson class of 
models (for basic properties of Jonnson classes see for example [1] and [3]). A 
class K of models of a language L is a Jonnson class if K satisfies the follo
wing conditions: 

1 ° K contains models of arbitrarily large cardinals. 
2° K is closed under isomorphic images. 
3° K has the joint embedding property (lE): For any ~,Q3EK there is 

(fEK such that ~-+(f+--)S. 

4° K has the amalgamation property (AP): For any ~,)S, (£EK diagram 
)S +-- ~ -+ (£ can be amalgamated to the commutative diagram. In the terminology 
of M. Yasuhara [6] every ~ is amalgamative in K. 

5° K is closed under union of chains of models. 

6~ For any ~ E K and X ~ A, 1 XI < k, there is )S ~ A, )S E K, IBI<k 
such that X ~ B (k is an infinite cardinal). 

Under cited conditions, as B. Jonnson has shown (1960), if k = k~ then K 
contains an universal-homogeneous model for K. In this paper it is assumed that 
K is an elementary class i.e. K=5JR(T) for some T. If 5JR(T) is a Jonnson class 
we say simply that T is a Jonnson theory (similar convention is applied to any 
property P which concern the class W('(T) By LST (Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski) 
theorem, T satisfies 1° and 6° for k~Wl' By Chang-Los-Suzko preservation theo
rem T has property 5° iff T has universal-existential axiomatization. Hence, the 
really problem that may occur is "Does T have lE and AP?". 

The property lE can be syntatically described. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. A theory T has JE iff the following holds: If e, 0/ 
are basic formulas (i.e. conjuncticns cf atomic and negaticns of atomic formulas) 
then the comi~ tency of theodes T + ~ x e, T + ~ ji ~ implies the consistency of 
of T + 3 x e + ~ ji ~ . 

PROOF (=» Let ~,iB 1= T such that ~ 1= ~ x e, iB I=::J ji ~ where e, ~ are 
basic formulas. By JE there is (£ 1= T such that ~ -7- (£ +-- iB, hence (£ 1= T + 
3xe+~ji~. 

( ~) Let ~,iB 1= T and assume that there is no (£ i= T such that ~ -7- (£ +-- Q). 
Then the theory r = T + A (~) + A (iB) (A ~O is the diagram of ~), is inconsistent, 
hence there are .. basic formulas e (x), e (ji) and a .. E A, bE B such that e (a)E 
A (~) and ~ (b) E A (iB) so that T + e (a) + ~ (b) is inconsistent. Hence T I
e(a) => l ~ (b) so TI- V xV ji l (e (x) !\ o/(ji», {Xl"'" Xn} n {Yl"" ,Ym}= 0. 
Therefore TI-l (~xe(x)!\~jio/(ji» and ~1=::Jxe, iB I=::Jjilj;, but this contra
dicts our hypothesis. -j 

COROLLARY 1.3. Assume that any two countable models of T can be 
embedded into a model of T. Then T has JE. 

PROOF Let e, ~ be basic formulas and assume that T + 3 x e, T + 3 ji 0/ 
are consistent theories. By LST theorem there are countable mcdels ~, Q) of T 
such that ~ 1= ~ x e, Q)I= 3 ji Ij;. By JE for countable models there is (£ 1= T so 
that ~ ---?(£ +-- Q). Then (£ 1= ::J x e !\ ~ ji Ij; so T + ::J x e + ::J ji Ij; is a consistent theory. -J 

In some cases properties JE and AP are transferred from one theory to 
another. Let us see some examples of such kind. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. lOT has JE iff Tv has JE. 
20 (M. Yasuhara, [6]) T has AP iff TV3 has AP. 

PROOF 10 (=» Assume that T has JE, and let ~,iB i= Tv' Then there 
are ~', iB' 1= T such that ~~~', iB~iB'. T has JE so ~', iB' can be embedded 
into a model (£ I=- T. Since (£ 1= Tv, Tv has JE. (~) Proof is trivial. 

20 Assume that T has AP. Let ~,iB, (£ be models of T V3 and 

(1) iBd~~(£. 

Remark It is sufficient to amalgamate diagrGms of the form (1) since every 
diagram of the sort iB +-- ~ -7- (£ can be completed to the commutative diagram (2). 

We want to transfer the diagram (1) to T i.e. to construct a ccmmutative 
diagram (3). 
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The existence of the model 5ll' is provided by T.Ll, moreover it may be 
taken 5ll<15ll'. Now we prove that any diagram of the form 

(4) ~J5ll<I5ll' 

can be amalgamated. Consider the theory r = T + /),. (~) + /),. (5ll') where ~ = 
(~, b, ahEB. aEA, 5ll' = (5ll, a', a)a'EA'. aEA. r is consistent theory~ Assume it is 
not. In such a case there are basic formulas 6 (z, x), Iji (ji, x) so that 6 (b, a) E 
/),. (~) and Iji (a' a) E /),. (5ll) for some a E A, a' EA', bE Band T + 6 (b, a) + 
Iji (if, a) is inconsistent. Hence T/-- 'v' xyz (6 (z, x) => llji (y, x», so since the formula 
'v' xyz (6 (z, x) => llji (y, x» is universal, ~ 1= 6 (~, {J) => 'v' Y llji (y, ~), and thus 
~ 1= 'v' Y llji (y, a). But 5ll < 15ll' so 5ll' 1= 'v' Y llji (y,~) so 5ll' 1= llji (i!', 4), what 
is contradiction. Hence r has a model ~' = ~, Cb' Ca', Ca)aEA. bEB. a' EA' and (4) 
is amalgamated to the diagram (5) where p (b) = Cb' q (a') = Ca'. 

Q31 

(5) Q37 ~ 
~' 

.;} ~ 
~ 

In similar way a model (£' is obtained with the required property and 
therefore the diagram (3). T has AP so ~'+- 5ll' -+(£' can be amalgamated and 
therefore ~C5ll=:)(£ can too. 

( <=) Trivally holds. -j 

COROLLARY 1.5. If T has lE and AP then TV3 is a J6nnson theory. -j 

If T has AP, it is not necessarily that T has too. For example, this case 
occur whenever T is model complete, but not submodel complete. 

2. Full models 
Now we consider those theories T which have model completion T*. 

Hence, it is assumed (here and throughout) that T has a model completion. For 
convenience we repeat the definition of the notion of model completion (it was 
introduced by A. Robinskon, see [4], [5]). A theory T* is model completion of 
T if the following holds: 
1 ° Every model of T* is a model of T. 
2° Every model of T is a submodel of a model of T*. 
3° Any diagram ~ +- 5ll-+(£, 5ll1= T, ~,(£ 1= T* can be amalgamated to the 
commutative diagram: 

Some of basic properties of this notion are: 
If T has a model completion, then it is unique 
(up to logical equivalence). T* is model complete 
and has universal-existential axiomatization. 

It turns out that T and T* have in com
mon properties lE and AP. 
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THEOREM 2.1. 1° T has JE if! T* has JE. 

2° T and T* have AP. 
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PROOF 1 ° ( ~) Let ~,Q3I= T* and assume that T has JE. Since T* 1= T 
it follows ~,Q3I= T so there is ~ 1= T such that ~ -+ ~+- Q3. Since T* is model 
completion of T, it can be chosen ~ 1= T*. 

( <=) It follows immediately since every model of T is a submodel of T*. 

2° According to the property 3° of model completion and since every model 
of T* is a model of T, it follows that T* has AP. 

Now, let ~, Q3, ~ be models of T and assume that Q3+-~-+~. This diagram 
can be transferred into a diagram in T* i. e. there is a commutative diagram (1). 
Existence of ~' is provided by property 2° of model completion. Further, there 
is a model Q3" of T* such that Q3-+Q3". According to the property 3° diagram (2) 
can be amalgamated to the commutative diagram (3). In the similar way the model 
<£' is obtained, and so the diagram (1) exists. The diagram Q3' +- ~' -+ <£' can be 
amalgamated. so we have obtained commutative diagrams (4) and (5). -l 

Q3.', .([' 

t ~2[I~ t 
Q3 t ,cr 
~2[~ 

(1) 21', )8', ~' 1= T* 

Q3' 

m"~ ~, 
'<.J ~ 

'" ............. 
............. 

.............................. 1 t 
--------....... -, 2.( 

(3) 

~ 

y~ 
Q3' Cf' 

~2.('/ 
(5) 

~I=T* 

COROLLARY 2.2. T* is the model completion of TV3 • -l 
It should be remarked that T* in general is not a model completion of 

Tv (but it is the model companion of Tv)' 
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COROLLARY 2.3. (Test for a class to be a Jonnso11 class). Assume that a 
theory T has a model completion T*, universal-existential axiomatizaticn and a 
prime medel. Then T is a Jonnson theory. 

PROOF Closure of T under unien of chains of models of T follows from 
universal-existential axiomatizaticn and AP frem the plevious theorem. Since T 
has a plime model sn: (i.e. sn: is embeddable into every model of T), for any )S, (f 1= T 
a diagram )S +- sn: -+ (f exists and by AP it can be amalgamated, so T has lE. -i 

Since T* has universal-existential axiomatization and AP, it may lack 
only lE in order to be a Jonnson theory. Model complete theory T is model com
pletion of itself, so if T has a prime model, then it is a Jonnson theory. We have 
assumed that T has model completion T*, so AP is· provided for T but lE 
is not in general. However the question of lE can be removed if the following 
relation ~ T is introduced in WC (T). 

DEFINITION 2.4. Models sn:, )S of T are compatible in T, sn: ~ T)S' iff 
there is a model (f of T such that sn: -+ (f+-)S. (Often the subscript T will be 
omitted in ~ T ). 

A model sn: of T is a semiuniversal model of T if for any model )SI= T 
sn: ~)S and IB I::::;; I A I implies )S -+ m, that is, sn: is an universal model in the 
class of all models compatible with m. A model sn: of T is a full model of T' 
if m is semiuniversal and homogenecus model of T. A n:.odel sn: of T is a semi
prime model of T if it is prime in the class of all models of T compatible with sn:. 

EXAMPLE 2.5. If T is the theory of fields, then the Galois field Zp is 
semi prime model of T. Every algebraically cloEed field F of infinite transcedentaI 
degree over Zp is semi universal and in fact a full mcdel of T. 

In the following proposition the basic preperties of the relation ~ are given. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. 1° m=)S implies m~T)S for any theory T which 
has m, )S as models. 
2° m-+)S implies m~)S. 
3° The relation ~ is an equvalence relation in WC (T). 
4 ° Assume that m,)S, (f 1= T. If m=)S and )S ~ (f then m ~ (f. 
5° Let m,)S be models of T*. Then m=)S is equivalent to m ~ )S. 
6° If T has a prime model, then every semiprime model of T is prime and every 
semi universal model is universal. 

Proofs of these assertions are simple so they are omitted. 

THEOREM 2.7. Let m be a model of T and C(m) the class of all models 
of T compatible with m. Then C(m) is an elementary class of models with JE 
and AP. If T has an universal-existential axiomatization, then Tw. = Th (C (m)) is 
a l6nnson theory. If C* (m) is the class of all models of T* in which models 
of c (m) are embeddable, then T~=Th(C*(m)) is a complete theory and the
model completion of Tw.. Also, c*(m) is a class of equivalence under ~ TO. 
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PROOF In order to prove that C(~) is an elementary class we use the 
theorem (Frayne, Morel, Scott) which states that a class ef models is elementary 
if it is closed under elementary equivalence and uItraprccucts. So let ~E C~) and 
(£=~. Then [1= T and [~~ so [EC(~. Further, assume that ~iEC(~), 
iEI. Hence there are models Q3; so that ~i--.,.Q3i+-~' Let U be an ultrafilter 
over l. Then ~ and ~'= IT ~;/U are embedded into IT Q3;/U. Since ~' is a 

iEG iEl 

model of T, it follows that ~'~ T~' and therefore C (~) is an elementary class. 
That T2{ satisfies JE and AP it is obvious. So assume that T is closed under 
union of chains of models and let us prove that T 2{ is too. Since 
IDl(T2{) is an elementary class it suffices to prove that T2{ is closed under coun
table chains of models. Therefore let ~l~~Z~'" where ~nEC(~), nEw, and 
5l{' = U ~n' Then ~' 1= T. Further consider models ~1 = ~1' a1)a' EA" 5l{z = (5l{z, 

n --

aI, a2) a'EA,. a2EA2 , •• • and r = T2{+ ~ (~l) +~(~z) + .. '. The theory r is fini-
telly consistent, hence there is a model ~ 1= f i.e. ~!= T and ~' --.,. Q3. Thus 

~~~ and ~'~Q3, so ~' ~~. Now we prove that T~ is a complete theory and 
model completion of T2{. That C* (~) is an elementary class it can be proved 
as it was done for C ~). Assume that 58, [E C* ~). Then there are Q3', [' E 
e~) so that ~'~ Q3 and [' ~ [. Since Q3' ~ [' it foHows Q3 ~ [ and there
fore Q3=[ because Q3, [ are models of T*. Hence, T~ is a .,complete theory. 

The last two statements are easy to prove. -j 

Now we proceed to description of saturated models of T*. 

THEOREM 2.8. 1° If [ is an infinite saturated model of T* then [ is 
a full model of T. 

2° If [ is a full model of T of cardinaIity OC~Wl then [ is a saturated 
model of T*. 

PROOF. During this proof we shall use the theorem which states that a 
model [ is saturated iff it is elementary universal and elementary homogeneous. 

10 Assume that [ is a saturated model of T*. 

CLAIM. [ is a semiunil'ersal model of T. For that let ~~ [ and IAI~ 
lel. Further, there is Q31= T* such that ~ --.,.~ and by LST theorem it may 
be assumed that IBI = max (IAI, w). Then Q3 ~ [, so Q3=[ and by universality 
of ~ it foHows Q3--.,.[ and therefore ~--.,.~. 

CLAIM. [ is a homogeneous model of T. Let [L ~ ~ [ and I A I < I Cl. 
Define a partial isomorphism p on [ by pfa=ga, aEA. Since T* is the mo
del completion of T, it follows ([,ja)aEA=([,pfa)aEA so there is an automor
phism h: [ ~ [ such that p~h. 

20 Assume that [ is a fuH model of T. 
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CLAIM. ~ is a model of T*. For that let ~ = cf oc. Then there is a sequ
ence of sets X~, ~<~ so that (1) if ~<~ then X!;~X1;, (2) IX!;I<oc, (3) c= 
U X!;. By transfinite induction we define a sequence of models $ll~, m!;, 
!;<~ 

~<~ so that the following hold: (4) For all ~<~ ~~~1; (5) If ~~ 1 then 
~!;~$ll!; (6) X!;~AI;' (7) IA!;I, IBd<oc and (8) ~!; 1= T*. 

Let $llo be such that 5lla<~, Xo~Ao and IAol~cu, its existence is provided 
by LST theorem. Assume ~~ 1 and ~I; has been defined. By the induc
tive hypothesis IBd<oc. Therefore, since IXd<oc, IBI;UX!;I<oc. Hence by LST 
theorem there is $ll!;<~ so that B!;UX!;~A!; and IA!;I=IB!;UX;I. Thus IA;I<oc, 
~!;~$ll!;, and X;~A;. 

Models ~; are defined in the following way. 
If ~<oc is a limit ordinal, ~#O, then ~; = U ~l;. The theory T* is 

1;<1; 
closed under union of chains of models, hence ~!; 1= T*. Now assume that 
~=~+ 1. By the induction hypothesis $lll;~~, IAd<oc. Further, there is ~I=T* 
so that $lll; ~ ~ and by LST theorem it may be taken I BI = lAd i.e. IBI < oc. 
T* is amalgamative, therefore the diagram ~d~~~ is completed to the 
amalgam (9) 

(9) 

Hence ~ ~~. Since ~ is a semiuniversal model, there is f: ~ _ ~. Also, 
~ is oc-homogeneous model, so there is an automorphism h of ~ so that the 
diagram (10) commutes. 

h 

(10) UI 

c 

Let ~; = hf~). Then ~d= T*, $llr;~~!; and IB!;I < oc. At the end we set 
~o = ~1· It should be observed that ~ is a limit ordinal, so for all ~ < ~ m!;+l 
is defined, hence $ll1;~~+1 and X!;~Bi;+l. Therefore ~= U ~!;. Since T* is 

I;<~ 
closed under union of chains of models, it follows that ~ 1= T*. 
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CLAIM. ~ is an elementary universal model of T*. For that, let ~ be 
a model of T*, IBI~(X and ~=(£. Then ~~(£ and ~ 1= T so there is f: ~-+~. 
Since T* is model complete, f is elementary in fact. 

CLAIM. (£ is an elementary homogeneous model. In order to prove this 
assertion we need the following ... 

DEFINITION 2.9. A model ~ is a weak homogeneous model if every 

diagram of the sort ~?- ~ ~~, IAI < IDI, can be completed in the commutative 
diagram: 

y 

(The following question can be stated: Does the weak homogeneity 
implies elementary homogeneity?) 

It is obvious that ~ is a weak homogeneous model. That ~ is elementary 
homogeneous follows directly from the previous claim and the foHowing ... 

LEMMA (MorIy-Vaught) If (£ is an elementary universal model then (£ is 
weak homogenous iff it is elementary homogeneous. 

For the proof see [3; 11.14]. -1 
There are several results similar to the previous theorem. We would like to 

mention two theorems of such kind. One is in [3; 11.19] and it is connected 
with the notion of conservative enlargement L of a class of models K. This 
theorem aserts that (X homogenous-universal models of K and L coincide. How
ever, in this theorem uniformity in assigment of models of class L to models 
of class K is assumed, what is not the case in our theorem. The second one is the 
theorem of H. Simmons (6; 3.4.1) which states that if a given theory has the model 
companion, then all its k-objective (in the sense of M. Yasuhara [6]) models 
are k-saturated. 

3. Full models of a theory with a dense ordering 

In some cases it is possible to say exactly in which cardinals a theory T 
has full models, and according to the theorem 2.8., its mcdel completion has 
saturated models. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let ~ be a saturated model of cardinality (X and assume 
that it (or its definable expansion) contains a nontriviai dense partial ordering, 
i.e. in ~ holds 'v' xy::l z(x<y=>x<z<y). Then an 'YJO( set can be embedded int.o 
~ and therefore (X = (X c; • 
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PROOF Let g be a maximal chain without endpoints and X, Y~g so 
that X<Y(i.e. for all uEX, all vEY, u<v), \XUY\<cx. The set l::(x)={u< 
x \ uEX}U{x<v \ vE Y} is finitely consistent with Th (~XUy), hence 1: (x) is 
realized in ~, i~. there is aEA so that ~ 1= l:: (a). Therefore X <a< Y. Assume 
that a$g. Let bEg. Then there are the following possibilities: 

10 For some uEX b~u, so b~a. 

20 For some vE Y v~b, so a~b. 

30 X<b<Y. 

If 30 does not hold for any bEg, then by 10 and 20 gU {a} is linearly 
ordered, so by maximality of g aEg, but this contradicts to our assumption. 
Hence aEg or there is bEg so that X<b< Y, in any case there is cEg 
so that X<c< Y. Thus, g is an "1)01: set so Igl~cx. But gc;;;,A, hence Igl =cx. Hence 

ex 
g is an "1)01: set of cardinality cx so (Gillman, cf. [3]) cx = cx...... -I 

Assume that T is a Jonnson theory. According to the theory of Jonnson 
classes, if cx>c.u and cx = cx~ then there is a homogeneous-universal model of T of 
cardinality cx. By the previous theorem we have the following ... 

COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that T contains a nontrivial partial dense 
ordering, and let cx be a cardinal, cx>c.u. Then T has a full model and T* has 

ex 
a saturated model of cardinality cx iff cx =cx...... -I 

We list several examples of theories with ordering on which previous theo
rems can be applied. 

T 

1. Theory of linear ordering. 

2. Theory of linearly ordered Abelian 
groups. 

3. Theory of Boolean algebras. 

4. Theory of distributive lattices with 
endpoints. 

5. Theory of ordered fields. 

T* 

Theory of linear dense ordering 
without endpoints. 

Theory of linearly ordered Abelian 
divisible groups. 

Theory of atomless Boolean alge
bras 

Theory of distributive, complemen
tary, dense lattices with endpoints 

Theory of o. dered real closed fields. 

Depending on a theory several names are connected with the theory in two 
sense: lOIn proof that an appropriate theory T* is a model completion of T, 20 

That the class of models of T is a Jonnson class. For informations of that kind 
one may consult [2], [3] and [4]. 
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